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T he way we work is changing and progressive
companies are changing with it. New research
shows that the type of off ice you work in affects
you on many different levels, both physically
and psychologically. The f indings are alluring.

Your off ice will affect your
psychological health

The type of off ice you work in will affect your
health and well being but also how satisf ied
you are with your job. Employees working
in small and large open spaces report lower
health status, often they lack private spaces
where they can work undisturbed.
Working in an activity based workplace or f lex
off ice you have the freedom to choose where,
when and next to whom you want to work. Since
the off ice is designed to support your work task,
whether you need to focus alone or collaborate
in groups, having choices is a psychological
protective factor that can improve whatever it
is that you are working on. Therefore, having
choices as an employee should be a natural part
of an off ice design.

Perfomance
dropped 14%
for those in
cell offices.
Affects your performance

Another study looked closer on how performance is affected by off ice noise compared to
a quiet environment. The result shows that the
drop in performance the participants had in
cell off ices was actually as big as in open large
spaces, something that was completely contrary to what the researchers earlier thought.
The hypothesis is that this is due to that all
disturbing stimuli, such as emails and telephone calls, are always addressing the individual in a cell off ice, whereas compared to
open space it could adress anyone. Therefore
a worker in a cell off ice might have developed
less coping strategies as the worker in an small
or medium open space off ice.

Creating an off ice to enhance
wellbeing

Your off ice can make you sick

Researchers have also found a relationship
between off ice type and sick leave. The results
showed that off ices with open space plan have
higher rates of sickness absence compared to
activity based off ices. The researchers explanation to the differences was due to less personal control, less privacy and unwanted noise
that disturbs coworkers ability to concentrate.
Interestingly, women have a higher risk of getting sick in large open plan off ices.

So cell off ices are suitable for some work tasks
but not for the spontaneous collaboration with
your coworkers that occurs while meeting each
other in the hallway, or working next to each
other. An activity based workplace creates
environments where these spontaneous collaborations can occur, which can also enhance
the interpersonal relationships between the
employees. As we know, social interaction is a
protective factor for psychological wellbeing.
Do you want to know more about well being in
organisations and how you can turn your off ice
into an activity based workplace? Contact us!
info@ superlab.se
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